Dawood Public School
Course Outline 2016-17
English
Class III

Textbooks:
Cambridge Primary English Book 3
Cambridge Primary English Book 3 (Activity book)
The wind in the willows (Oxford Publishers)
Students’ Companion

Table of Contents:
August:
❖ Literature

Unit 1 - Ordinary Days
❖ Grammar
➢ Nouns (Common/ Proper Nouns) – Book pg. no. 7, 134
➢ Adjective – Book pgs. No. 10, 11 ; Activity book pg. 5, 7
➢ Verbs - Book pgs. No. 14, 15, 17 ; Activity book pg. 9
❖ Comprehension
➢ An ordinary school day - Book pg. no. 9
➢ Amazing Grace - Book pg. no. 15, 16 ; Activity book pg. 10
❖ Creative Writing
➢ Character portrait

September:
❖ Literature

Unit 2 - Let’s give a party!
❖ Grammar
➢ Commanding Verbs (draw, open, fold etc.); Activity book pg. 27
➢ Sequencing words (first, next, finally)
➢ Tenses (Present, past and future tenses)Book pgs. No. 27; Activity book pg. 25
➢ Compound Words– Book pgs. No. 29, 30 ; Activity book pg. 26
➢ Prefixes (pre, dis, un)– Book pgs. No. 32; Activity book pg. 26,
➢ Suffixes (ful, less, able, y, ly, tion) – Book pgs. No. 32, 36; Activity book pg. 23, 26
➢ Adjectives – Reinforcement ; Activity book pg. 28
➢ Adverbs; Activity book pg. 28
❖ Comprehension
➢ How to make a pop-up card- Book pg. no. 26; Activity book pg. 32
❖ Creative Writing
➢ Type of text - Book pg. no. 24; Activity book pg. 20
➢ Writing instructions
Unit 3- See, hear, feel, enjoy

- **Grammar**
  - Noun phrases – Book pgs. No. 43
  - Adverbs – Book pgs. No. 45; Activity book pg.
  - Suffixes (ly) – Book pgs. No. 32, 36; Activity book pg. 23, 26

- **Comprehension**
  - Activity book pg. 33, 34, 35, 36, 38
  - Humming bird – Book pgs. No. 39, 40

- **Creative Writing**
  - Write a play script - Activity book pg. 36, 37
  - Write a poem - Activity book pg. 40, 41

October:
- **Literature**

Unit 4- Fiery beginnings

- **Grammar**
  - Pronouns (possessive and personal) – Book pgs. No. 49; Activity book pg. 45, 51, 60
  - Verbs (reinforcement) – Book pgs. No. 53, 42, 51, 52
  - Conjunctions (and, but, so, or) - Book pgs. No. 53; Activity book pg. 49, 60
  - Punctuations (comma and speech marks) ; Activity book pg. 53

- **Comprehension**
  - Myths, Legends and Fables - Activity book pg. 43, 44, 46, 47, 56, 57
  - Humming bird – Book pgs. No. 39, 40

- **Creative Writing**
  - Story Writing

November
- **Reinforcement and Revision**

December
- **Mid-Year Examination**

January

Unit 5- Letters

- **Grammar**
  - Synonyms – Book pgs. No. 66, 75; Activity book pg. 60
  - Contractions (apostrophe) – Book pgs. No. 66; Activity book pg. 61
  - Singular/Plural – Book pgs. No. 67, 68; Activity book pg. 63
  - Conjunctions (reinforcement) – Book pgs. No. 69; Activity book pg. 63
  - Punctuations (comma, capital letters, full stop, exclamation mark, apostrophe) – Book pgs. No. 75; Activity book pg. 66
  - Pronouns, verbs (reinforcement) Activity book pgs. 64, 67, 68
- **Comprehension**
  - A good day out – Book pgs. No. 64, 65
  - Activity book pgs. 58, 59, 65, 70

- **Creative Writing**
  - Letter writing - Activity book pg. 62

**February**

**Unit 7 - Dragon and pirates**

- **Grammar**
  - Punctuations (reinforcement) – Book pgs. No. 88, 98; Activity book pg. 80, 89
  - Noun phrase – Book pgs. No. 90, 91; Activity book pg. 82
  - Conjunctions (although, because, until, when) – Book pgs. No. 93; Activity book pg. 85
  - Adverbial Phrase – Book pgs. No. 94; Activity book pg. 91

- **Comprehension**
  - A story about life – Book Pg. 95
  - Activity book pgs. 58, 59, 65, 70

- **Creative Writing**
  - Writing a book review
  - Story writing

**March**

**Unit 8 - Wonderful World**

- **Grammar**